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WORKSHOP AGENDA

1. Define a Learning Culture

2. How to create a Learning Culture

3. What can YOU do about it



1. DEFINE A LEARNING CULTURE



WHAT IS A LEARNING CULTURE

“a collective set of organizational values, processes 
and practices that continually drives organizations 

and individuals towards building of knowledge, skills 
and performance”



WHY?

• Better team performance

• Raise in customer satisfaction

• Business growth

• Raise in market share



Leaders of high-performing organizations consider 
the “strategic capability development” and 

information exchange to be absolutely necessary to 
success.



MUST HAVE FOR LEARNING CULTURE

• TRUST

• Emotional safety

• Leadership support



ACTIVITY

What was the best learning environment you have 
ever been in?

What did you experience?



1-2-4-ALL

• 1 min –

• 2 min –

• 4 min –

• All



2. HOW TO CREATE A LEARNING 
CULTURE



3 STREAMS TO MIND

• Formalize learning as a process

• Build trust, encourage reflection, enable knowledge 
sharing

• Demonstrate and recognize learning’s value



Assign people to jobs that surpass their skills and 
knowledge.

Agree on “stretch objectives”

Let people participate in selecting their assignments



Tell stories about your organization history at every 
opportunity



Govern the organization according to “set of code 
values and beliefs”



“Loosely control” authority



Design procedures and processes to be as open as 
possible



Recognize people who learn new information and 
abilities. Praise the good example.

Value mistakes and failures.

Recognize the difference between “best effort/ bad 
result” and lack of effort.



Define “potential fit” when hiring



Emphasis learning as an important activity.

Make leads responsible for their people professional 
development.



Formalize giving feedback & receiving feedback 



Make everyone responsible for learning and 
development



3. WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT?



Enable knowledge sharing is a key succes factor for 
a strong learning culture.

One way to think in that direction is to use

The Learning Window





COMMON EXPERTISE

• How did you get this knowledge? Is it something required by your job 
description? Or something you learn as part of the company 
induction program?

• Is this knowledge promoted? If yes, then how? If not, then why?

• Is it recognized as valuable?



OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO LEARN

• What you are interested in and what will be useful and applicable in 
your daily job?

• Who can provide this knowledge to you?

• Who else can benefit for this knowledge? Is there someone else in 
the team that can be interested?

• What would the trainer need to provide this knowledge (time, access 
to specific tool/software, motivation, etc.) and how you can help?



OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO TEACH

• Do you want to teach? If no, then why? what are your barriers and 
what stops you?

• Would you have any benefits from teaching? Apart of personal 
development, could you consider this as a target for your 
performance evaluation?

• What skills can be developed via teaching? Do you need to develop 
these skills and how could they help your career goals?



EXTERNAL EXPERTISE

• Do you need this knowledge or we all need this knowledge?

• What are the benefits if we know this?

• What could hold us back from getting this knowledge? Do we have 
the right resources? Is this the right time?



ACTIVITY

Fill in the Learning Window





ACTIVITY

Discuss your Learning Window with the person next 
to you



QUESTIONS

COMMON EXPERTISE

• How did you get this knowledge?

• Is this knowledge promoted? If yes, then how? If 
not, then why?

• Is it recognized as valuable?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO 
LEARN

• What you are interested in and what will be useful and applicable 
in your daily job?

• Who can provide this knowledge to you?

• Who else can benefit for this knowledge? 

• What would the trainer need to provide this knowledge?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO 
TEACH

• Do you want to teach? If no, then why?

• Would you have any benefits from teaching? 

• What skills can be developed via teaching? How 
could they help your career goals?

EXTERNAL EXPERTISE

• Do you need this knowledge or we all need this knowledge?

• What are the benefits if we know this?

• What could hold us back from getting this knowledge?



WORKSHOP SUMMARY

1. Define a Learning Culture

2. How to create a Learning Culture

3. What can YOU do about it



THANK YOU!

Aneliya Yotova, Product owner @Aneliya.Yotova



REFERENCES

• JoHari window - http://communicationtheory.org/the-johari-window-
model/

• Liberating structures - http://www.liberatingstructures.com/

• Informal Learning in Organizations, book by Robin Hoyle

• High-Impact Learning Culture, book by David Mallon

http://communicationtheory.org/the-johari-window-model/
http://www.liberatingstructures.com/


BACK-UP SLIDES



Keep communication open and honest when there is 
a bad news.

Tell the truth.



Develop feedback loops to encourage people to ask 
questions about managerial decisions.



Be transparent about decision making and why you 
take this decisions



Publicly reward people who take risks or invent new 
ways of doing the same

Promote innovation



Share client wins, solutions, innovations company-
wide



Make “collaboration with other departments” a 
crucial way to learn



Enroll leaders in training programs to further their 
own development



Help people create their “own career development 
plan”



Value time to analyze assumptions, needs and risks



Create opportunities for people to teach other people



Introduce job rotation



Frequently reassess learning offers and related 
spending decisions


